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6 June 1944: the date that marked the beginning of the end of the war in northwest Europe, and the day on which the liberation of France began. This lavishly
illustrated book relives the story of D-Day, from the pre-invasion preparations
through to the landings themselves and the subsequent battle for control of
Normandy, all beautifully illustrated through an unparalleled collection of
paintings, drawings and maps. However, it is not simply a collection of artwork;
first and foremost it is a historically accurate recollection of events,
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painstakingly researched with the assistance of leading historians. Being
illustrated by the world's leading military and aviation artists rather than
photographs makes it a totally unique account and very different to any others.
Much of the work included was produced exclusively for the book and many
specially created maps and diagrams make the edition perfect for military
enthusiasts and art collectors alike. These exceptional works help knit together
this brief account of D-Day, serving as a lasting tribute to all who fought during
the epic Normandy Campaign.
In any military operation throughout history, few 24-hour periods have been as
crucial as that of 6th June 1944. With the aid of specially commissioned maps, DDay: The First 24 Hours series gives the dramatic history of the first 24 hours of
the Normandy landings, and explains in detail the events that occurred in each
landing zone. In this first volume of the series, the book describes the build-up
to the landings themselves, the German preparations for defending the French
coastline, and the reasons behind the final Allied decision to attack in Normandy
on 6 June 1944. With colour and black & white photographs, the book is a guide
to key events in the first 24 hours of the D-Day landings that saw the Allies
successfully achieve a foothold in Northern Europe.
Shortly before the inevitable Allied assault on Fortress Europe in 1944, FieldMarshal Erwin Rommel remarked to an aide The first 24 hours of the invasion
will be decisive For the Allies, as well as for Germany, it will be the longest day.
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A vital reassessment of Axis intelligence released for the 75th anniversary of
Operation Overlord, using newly declassified documents and reports
Recounts the invasion of Normandy, shows the vehicles, uniforms, weapons, and
equipment of the warring forces, and also looks at the aerial aspects of the
invasion
The invasion of Normandy was the most significant victory of the Allies in the
Second World War. By 1944, over 2 million troops from over 12 countries were in
Britain in preparation for the invasion. These forces consisted primarily of
American, British and Canadian troops but also included Australian, Belgian,
Czech, Dutch, French, Greek, New Zealand, Norwegian, Rhodesian and Polish
naval, air or ground support. The operation was codenamed "Overlord" which
saw the largest invasion fleet ever assembled, before or since, landing 156,000
Allied troops on five beach-heads on D-Day 6 June 1944. These forces established
a foothold on the shores of Northern France, and broke out into the French
interior to begin a headlong advance. D-Day was originally set for June 5 but had
to be postponed for 24 hours because of bad weather. The forecast was so bad
that the German commander in Normandy, Erwin Rommel, went home to give his
wife a pair of shoes on her birthday. He was in Germany when the news
came.British factories increased production and in the first half of 1944
approximately 9 million tonnes of supplies and equipment crossed the Atlantic
from North America to Britain. Bagpiper, Bill Millin struck up 'Hieland Laddie'
as soon as he jumped into the shallows and then walked up and down the beach
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playing the pipes. German prisoners later admitted that they had not attempted
to shoot him because they thought he had lost his mind.The British infantryman
was paid £3 15s a month, the Americans got £12.A naval bombardment from
seven battleships, 18 cruisers, and 43 destroyers began at 5am and went on until
6.25am.On the night of the invasion only around 15% of paratroopers landed in
the right place.New gadgets designed for D-Day included a "swimming tank" and
a flame throwing tank called "the crocodile". There were even collapsible
motorbikes. The morning after D-day the police raided a brothel, which French
women had set up in a wrecked landing craft.1,900 Allied bombers attacked
German lines before the invasion began. Seven million pounds of bombs were
dropped that day. A total of 10,521 combat aircraft flew a total of 15,000 sorties
on D-Day. All this and much more is uncovered in a range of informative and
detailed events spanning this most significant event in military history;
biographies, fun facts, myth busters and illustrated throughout with
infographics and contemporary photographs.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Alex Kershaw, author of The Longest Winter and The
Liberator, returns with an utterly immersive, adrenaline-driven account of D-Day
combat. “Meet the assaulters: pathfinders plunging from the black, coxswains
plowing the whitecaps, bareknuckle Rangers scaling sheer rock . . . Fast-paced
and up close, this is history’s greatest story reinvigorated as only Alex Kershaw
can.”—Adam Makos, New York Times bestselling author of Spearhead and A
Higher Call Beginning in the predawn darkness of June 6, 1944, The First Wave
follows the remarkable men who carried out D-Day’s most perilous missions. The
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charismatic, unforgettable cast includes the first American paratrooper to touch
down on Normandy soil; the glider pilot who braved antiaircraft fire to crashland mere yards from the vital Pegasus Bridge; the brothers who led their troops
onto Juno Beach under withering fire; as well as a French commando, returning
to his native land, who fought to destroy German strongholds on Sword Beach
and beyond. Readers will experience the sheer grit of the Rangers who scaled
Pointe du Hoc and the astonishing courage of the airborne soldiers who captured
the Merville Gun Battery in the face of devastating enemy counterattacks. The
first to fight when the stakes were highest and the odds longest, these men
would determine the fate of the invasion of Hitler’s fortress Europe—and the very
history of the twentieth century. The result is an epic of close combat and
extraordinary heroism. It is the capstone Alex Kershaw’s remarkable career,
built on his close friendships with D-Day survivors and his intimate
understanding of the Normandy battlefield. For the seventy-fifth anniversary,
here is a fresh take on World War II's longest day. Praise for The First Wave:
“Masterful readers will feel the sting of the cold surf, smell the acrid cordite that
hung in the air, and duck the zing of machine-gun bullets whizzing overhead.
The First Wave is an absolute triumph.”—James M. Scott, bestselling author of
Target Tokyo “These pages ooze with the unforgettable human drama of history's
most consequential invasion.”—John C. McManus, author of The Dead and Those
About to Die
The story of the heroism of the Canadian forces during the Normandy campaign
and their success in defeating the German armored counterattack.
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This stunning graphic novel tell 4 extraordinary tales of heroism set during the
World War II Normandy landings on D-Day, June 6th 1944 The biggest military
operation of the Second World War. 6th June 1944 – D-Day, the allies launch a
great offensive in Normandy in order to definitively rid Europe of the Nazi terror.
The strategic and human scale of the operation, led by General Eisenhower, is
unrivalled. No less than 160,000 men will be parachuted and land on five
beaches in the northern France. Thus begins Operation Overlord
A classic of World War II literature, an incredibly revealing work that provides a
near comprehensive account of the war and brings to life the legendary general
and eventual president of the United States. Five-star General Dwight D.
Eisenhower was arguably the single most important military figure of World War
II. Crusade in Europe tells the complete story of the war as he planned and
executed it. Through Eisenhower's eyes the enormous scope and drama of the
war--strategy, battles, moments of great decision--become fully illuminated in all
their fateful glory. Penned before his Presidency, this account is deeply human
and helped propel him to the highest office. His personal record of the tense first
hours after he had issued the order to attack leaves no doubt of his travails and
reveals how this great leader handled the ultimate pressure. For historians, his
memoir of this world historic period has become an indispensable record of the
war and timeless classic.
The experiences and achievements of the United States land, sea and air forces
on 6 June 1944 and the weeks following have been deservedly well chronicled.
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Omaha Beach saw the fiercest fighting of the whole OVERLORD invasion and the
opposition faced in the US sector shocked commanders and men at all levels.
The outcome was in the balance and, thanks to the courage and determination
shown by the attackers, game-changing failure was narrowly averted.This superb
Images of War book examines, using contemporary and modern images and
maps, the course of the campaign and its implication for both the American
troops and the civilian population of the battlezone.These revealing images, both
color and black and white, are enhanced by full captions and the author’s
thoroughly researched text.The result is a graphic reminder of the liberation of
Northern France and the extraordinary sacrifice made by men not just of the
United States military but the other Allied nations.
The untold story of Bletchley Park's key role in the success of the Normandy
campaign Since the secret of Bletchley Park was revealed in the 1970s, the work
of its codebreakers has become one of the most famous stories of the Second
World War. But cracking the Nazis' codes was only the start of the process.
Thousands of secret intelligence workers were then involved in making crucial
information available to the Allied leaders and commanders who desperately
needed it. Using previously classified documents, David Kenyon casts the work of
Bletchley Park in a new light, as not just a codebreaking establishment, but as a
fully developed intelligence agency. He shows how preparations for the war's
turning point--the Normandy Landings in 1944--had started at Bletchley years
earlier, in 1942, with the careful collation of information extracted from enemy
signals traffic. This account reveals the true character of Bletchley's vital
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contribution to success in Normandy, and ultimately, Allied victory.
It was the first war we could not win. At no other time since World War II have
two superpowers met in battle. Now Max Hastings, preeminent military historian
takes us back to the bloody bitter struggle to restore South Korean
independence after the Communist invasion of June 1950. Using personal
accounts from interviews with more than 200 vets—including the
Chinese—Hastings follows real officers and soldiers through the battles. He
brilliantly captures the Cold War crisis at home—the strategies and politics of
Truman, Acheson, Marshall, MacArthur, Ridgway, and Bradley—and shows what
we should have learned in the war that was the prelude to Vietnam.

From the scaling of Pointe-du-Hoc and the assault on Pegasus Bridge, to the
landings on the Utah, Omaha, Gold, Juno, and Sword beaches, this new
Campaign Book for Bolt Action allows players to take command of the Allied
Forces or those of the defending Axis. Featuring new linked scenarios, rules,
troop types, and Theatre Selectors, this volume provides plenty of options for
both novice and veteran players looking to recreate these famous battles and
begin the liberation of Europe.
A New York Times bestseller from the author of Band of Brothers: The biography
of two fighters forever linked by history and the battle at Little Bighorn. On the
sparkling morning of June 25, 1876, 611 men of the United States 7th Cavalry
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rode toward the banks of Little Bighorn in the Montana Territory, where three
thousand Indians stood waiting for battle. The lives of two great warriors would
soon be forever linked throughout history: Crazy Horse, leader of the Oglala
Sioux, and General George Armstrong Custer. Both were men of aggression and
supreme courage. Both became leaders in their societies at very early ages. Both
were stripped of power, in disgrace, and worked to earn back the respect of their
people. And to both of them, the unspoiled grandeur of the Great Plains of North
America was an irresistible challenge. Their parallel lives would pave the way, in
a manner unknown to either, for an inevitable clash between two nations
fighting for possession of the open prairie.
Updated to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the D-Day landings, D-Day
Overlord tells the full story of the invasion, with detailed accounts of each of the
five landing zones on June 6, 1944, the airborne assault and the Normandy
campaign that followed.It was the most ambitious military operation in history the invasion of Nazi-occupied France by sea. A fleet larger than any ever seen
before was assembled and launched under conditions of utmost secrecy to catch
the defenders of Adolf Hitler's formidable Atlantic Wall by surprise.At H-Hour on
D-Day, British, American and Canadian soldiers landed on beaches whose
codenames have since become a byword for heroism - Sword, Juno, Gold, Omaha
and Utah. Men waded ashore into a hail of machine gun fire and fought their way
through a tangle of concrete bunkers and armored emplacements.More ferocious
combat followed as fanatical Waffen-SS divisions armed with terrifying new
weapons such as the King Tiger tank battled to the death to contain the Allied
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advance.D-Day Overlord: The Great Invasion and the Battle for Normandy tells
the story of the most important battle of the Second World War and remembers
the men whose extraordinary courage and sacrifice brought about the liberation
of Europe and put an end to Hitler's tyranny.
Describes the events which occurred prior to, during, and after the Allied
invasion of Europe in 1944.
Tells the story of the tapestry that records and commemorates the Allied
invasion of Normandy in 1944
The drama and tragedy of the D-Day landings of June 6, 1944 have, in recent
months, been the subject of great popular interest. A generation used to several
decades of "low-intensity" warfare had forgotten the horrors of large-scale
battles fought with modern weapon. While many veterans of the landings are
only now getting their just recognition and many personal experiences have been
revealed, questions remain about the military strategy and tactics involved.
While not losing sight of the human drama, D-Day examines in chapter-bychapter fashion the development of the campaign and the military principles
involved. What lessons were learned at Normandy? What principles of war were
followed or failed to be followed? What failures at the planning and execution
levels led to the fearsome casualties on Omaha Beach? These and many other
aspects of one of history's most famous battles are examined in this detailed
account.
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Discusses the Allied invasion of Normandy, with extensive details about the
planning stage, called Operation Overlord, as well as the fighting on Utah and
Omaha Beaches.
Operation Overlord was the largest amphibious military operation ever launched:
the greatest armada the world had ever seen was assembled to transport the
Allied invasion force of over 150,000 soldiers across the Channel to Normandy
and open the long-awaited second front against Hitler's Third Reich. Just after
dawn on June 6, 1944, Allied troops assaulted the beaches of the Cotentin
peninsular against stiff German resistance. Coordinated with the amphibious
landings were airborne and glider landings, carrying out crucial orders to take
key areas, enable the vital link-up between the beaches and secure the
bridgehead. Casualties, especially on Omaha Beach, were horrendous, but the
assaults were successful, and so began the arduous task of liberating Europe
from Nazi occupation. For fans of Band of Brothers and Anthony Beevor's D-Day,
military history enthusiasts and World War 2 historians, Overlord offers a
detailed military account of the important campaigns in Normandy in 1944. The
book provides a close analysis at the plans and build-up to the operation, and,
accompanied by photos, maps and artwork, discusses the events of D-Day in each
of the key areas of the operation.
The landing of Allied forces on the shores of Normandy on 6 June 1944 was the
greatest amphibious invasion in history. Technology and innovation played
crucial parts in the D-Day drama – from tank-carrying gliders, swimming tanks
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and the Mulberry harbors, to radio and radar aids that ensured landing craft
arrived on the right beaches and combat aircraft overhead were controlled. This
manual describes the development, construction and use of a wide range of
innovative machines, structures and systems, explaining their uses on D-Day and
after, and revealing how they contributed to the success of ‘Overlord’.
A fascinating in-depth study of the planning for the D-Day landings which set the
first Allied troops on the road to Berlin. Dr Norman served with the US 12th
Army Group staff during the Second World War under General Omar Bradley,
which put him in an expert position to tell the story of the exhaustive
preparations that went into the Normandy invasion on 6th June 1944.
‘“Overlord” was unquestionably, as of this writing, the largest overseas military
operation ever undertaken. In the pages which follow, Dr. Albert Norman
presents, insofar as it can be compressed within one easily readable volume, a
careful history of the planning which made its achievement possible and of the
operation itself. Dr. Norman’s topic is absorbing, both for its historical interest
and for the lessons it holds for those who, perhaps unfortunately, must be
concerned with the possibility of “Overlords” yet to come. It holds yet another
and even more important interest. The staff groups which contributed to the
success of “Overlord” and the ultimate defeat of Germany were the
exemplification of an idea of allied unity, developed by General Eisenhower and
perfected to such an extent that it has become the symbol of successful
international cooperation.’—General Walter Bedell Smith
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Alan Gratz, bestselling author of Refugee, weaves a stunning array of voices and
stories into an epic tale of teamwork in the face of tyranny -- and how just one
day can change the world.
Max Hastings’s “exceptional” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review) account of the
famous World War II D-Day landings “[will] stand with that of the best
journalists and writers who witnessed it” (The New York Times Book Review). On
June 6, 1944, the American and British armies staged the greatest amphibious
landing in history—called Operation Overlord—the battle for the liberation of
Europe. Despite the Allies’ absolute command of sea and air and vast firepower,
it took ten weeks of fierce fighting for them to overpower the tenacious, superbly
skilled German army. Forty years later, British war correspondent and military
historian Max Hastings shares a dense, dramatic portrait of the Normandy
invasion that overturns the traditional legends. First published in 1984, Overlord
“will shock those who regard the invasion of Normandy and the subsequent
battles as triumphs of American, British, and Canadian military heroism” (The
New York Times). Instead, Hastings provides a brilliant, controversial
perspective on the devastating battles, based on the eyewitness accounts of
survivors from both sides, plus a wealth of previously untapped sources and
documents. “A masterly book, rich in insight, shrewd and weighty in
judgement…Max Hastings stands in the first rank of writers on modern war”
(Financial Times).
Stephen E. Ambrose’s D-Day is the definitive history of World War II’s most
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pivotal battle, a day that changed the course of history. D-Day is the epic story of
men at the most demanding moment of their lives, when the horrors,
complexities, and triumphs of life are laid bare. Distinguished historian Stephen
E. Ambrose portrays the faces of courage and heroism, fear and
determination—what Eisenhower called “the fury of an aroused democracy”—that
shaped the victory of the citizen soldiers whom Hitler had disparaged.Drawing
on more than 1,400 interviews with American, British, Canadian, French, and
German veterans, Ambrose reveals how the original plans for the invasion had to
be abandoned, and how enlisted men and junior officers acted on their own
initiative when they realized that nothing was as they were told it would be. The
action begins at midnight, June 5/6, when the first British and American
airborne troops jumped into France. It ends at midnight June 6/7. Focusing on
those pivotal twenty-four hours, it moves from the level of Supreme Commander
to that of a French child, from General Omar Bradley to an American
paratrooper, from Field Marshal Montgomery to a German sergeant. Ambrose’s
D-Day is the finest account of one of our history’s most important days.

Operation OVERLORD, the opening up of an Allied second front by the invasionof
the Normandy beaches in June 1944 was the largest military invasion of all
time,but it was preceded by years of industrial scale intelligence collection and
dangerousclandestine reconnaissance missions off the French coast. VANGUARD
is the untold story of this work, the intelligence machine and
covertreconnaissance missions that went into the D-Day planning, such as the
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signalsintelligence intercepts, the agent running operations orchestrated by the
15th Flotilla,to the clandestine work of the X-Craft and COPP (Combined
Operations PilotageParties) diver teams that scoured the Normandy coast
months before the June 1944deadline. The book pulls together previously
unpublished but declassified Top Secretdocuments, diaries, letters and personal
accounts from some of the few remainingveterans who were there.
"Well there it is. It won't work, but you must bloody well make it," said the chief
of Britain's military leaders, when he gave orders to begin planning for what
became known as Operation Overlord. While many view D-Day as one of the most
successful operations of World War II, most aren't aware of the intensive year of
planning and political tension between the Allies that preceded the amphibious
military landing on June 6, 1944. This intriguing history reveals how President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, while on a fishing trip in the middle of World War II,
altered his attitude toward Winston Churchill and became an advocate for
Operation Overlord. Philip Padgett challenges the known narrative of this
watershed moment in history and illuminates the diplomatic link between
Normandy and the atomic bomb. He shows how the Allies came to agree on a
liberation strategy that began with D-Day--and the difficult forging of British and
American scientific cooperation that produced the atomic bomb. At its core this
story is about how a new generation of leaders found the courage to step beyond
national biases in a truly allied endeavor to carry out one of history's most
successful military operations.
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On 6 June 1944, the British and American armies staged the greatest amphibious
landing in history to begin Operation Overlord, the battle for the liberation of
Europe. Forty years later with the wealth of untapped sources and documents
now available, the author offers a new study of D-Day and the Battle of
Normandy which overturns a host of traditional legends.
An authentic account of one of the most pivotal battles of World War Two. The
World War Two invasion known as D-Day was one of the largest military
endeavours in history. It involved years of planning, total secrecy and not only
soldiers but also sailors, paratroopers and many specialists. Acclaimed author
Deborah Hopkinson weaves together the contributions of key players in D-Day in
a masterful tapestry of official documents, personal narratives and archival
photos to provide an action-packed and authentic account.
A sweeping history of the final eight months of World War II on the European
front draws on interviews with survivors and the archives of the major
combatants to raise provocative questions about the pact between the Allies and
the Soviet Union, the role of strategic bombing, the combat abilities of soldiers
on all sides of the conflict, and the roles of such leaders as Eisenhower,
Roosevelt, Churchill, Montgomery, and others. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
This unique encyclopedia provides detailed entries for everything you ever
wanted to know about D-Day, the invasion of Normandy. Organized
alphabetically, the entries give detailed descriptions of weapons, equipment,
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divisions, air and naval units, geography, terminology, personalities, and more.
Every Allied division that crossed the English Channel on June 6, 1944 has its
own listing as do the major Axis divisions that fought them. Brief biographies of
major military and political leaders on both sides provide a handy who's who of
the campaign. The book also includes entries for related popular culture: GI
slang, the best movies about D-Day, and major writers such as Stephen Ambrose
and Cornelius Ryan. Cross-references make the book easy to use. With hundreds
of entries, The D-Day Encyclopedia is an indispensable reference tool for history
buffs and great browsing for readers who want to know more about World War II.
The landing of Allied forces on the shores of Normandy on 6 June 1944 was the
greatest amphibious invasion in history. Technology and innovation played
crucial parts in the D-Day drama – from tank-carrying gliders, swimming tanks
and the Mulberry harbors, to radio and radar aids that ensured landing craft
arrived on the right beaches and combat aircraft overhead were controlled. DDay Operations Manual describes the development, construction and use of a
wide range of innovative machines, structures and systems, explaining their uses
on D-Day and after, and revealing how they contributed to the success of
'Overlord.'
This book explores more than 350 specific instances on D-Day, the starting point
for the liberation of Western Europe. Marc Laurenceau makes us relive
Operation Overlord hour by hour and minute by minute. These chronological
"snapshots" enlighten us on the stakes, the resources involved and the
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consequences of one of the most daring military offensives.
Comprehensively examining the first 24 hours of the liberation of Europe, this
work includes first hand accounts from both sides, vivid photographs and
specially commissioned maps of the landing areas and combat zones.
D-Day, 6 June 1944, the day on which the Allies landed on the beaches of
Normandy with the intention of reclaiming mainland Europe from German
occupation. The significance of the operation has captured the collective
imagination to become the defining moment of World War Two and represents
the ending to the struggles of the early twentieth century. D-Day in Numbers
follows the course of the war in Europe from 1939 through to the D-Day landings
and their aftermath, taking in the most poignant events and looking at each
through the numbers involved. Each number signifies an important moment
within a larger story as they are explained in the context of the surrounding
events. And with the vast amount of planning that went into the execution of
such an ambitious operation, the numbers involved are staggering, surprising
and often inspiring. Broken down into chapters that set the scene of the war in
Europe so far, the planning and preparation of D-Day, the landings, the battles
and the aftermath. Discover the numbers that promised to change the balance of
power in Europe, and indeed, the world, as Deliverance Day, 1944 got underway.
D-Day, June 6, 1944: it was the biggest amphibious operation in history. German
Field Marshal Rommel, declared, “the enemy must be annihilated before he
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reaches our main battlefield,” the Allied Forces undertook a massive invasion of
the German-occupied coast of Normandy, France. First, there was the aerial
onslaught by British and American airborne divisions, then the landing of the
American, British, and Canadian seaborne troops. Over 150,000 Allied troops
took the fight to the enemy, their incursion paving the way to their ultimate
victory over Nazi tyranny. This book tells the story of those who lived and fought
through this historic conflict. In first-person accounts of the Normandy landings,
soldiers recreate the harrowing, world-changing drama of taking the beaches of
France, dropping from the sky, wading out of landing craft, fighting to survive
and, in the process, keeping alight the hopes of humanity.
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